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Wednesday
Vol. 73 Issue 71
Bowling Green,

Ohio

BRIEFLY
Inside
Coming back:

The Ohio Student Association is trying to increase its
lobbying efforts and authority .but will it get the financial support it needs
from Bowling Green's studentgovernment?
► See page 3.
Houie calls:

Campus police say a University visitor was entering,
stealing from students
rooms in a door-to-door
raid.
►See page 5.
Bearing down for Ball
Stats

Men prepare for Muncie's
best as the defending MAC
champions travel to Anderson Arena.
►See page 7.

Campus
Free 'Macsominars'
offered:

University Computer
Services is offering 'Introduction to the Macintosh'
seminars. The dates are as
follows:
■Friday, Feb. 8,10:00
a.m. to noon.
■Tuesday, Feb. 12,6 to 8
p.m.
■Friday, Feb. IS, 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
These free seminars are
available to all students,
faculty and staff, but reservations are required. To
register call 372-2102 or stop
by Room 241 Math Science.
BSU discusses conference:

The Black Student Union
will sponsor an open meeting tonight at 7 in the Amani
to discuss the African Holocaust Conference. The conference, Feb. 1-2, will feature guest speakers, drama
and dance.

People
Check, please:

An aspiring actor was
charged with using Steven
Spielberg's name to fraudulently bill the moviemaker
for $7,500 worth of limousine
trips and champagne-swillingfeasts.
David Bojorquez, 29, was
charged Monday with eight
felony counts of grand theft
committed during a lavish
three-week spending spree
this month.
Bojorquez passed himself
off as an employee of Spielberg's Amblin Entertainment production company
to get Dom Perignon champagne, expensive dinners
and rides around Los Angeles, authorities said.

State
Cookies for soldiers:

Girl Scouts in the Youngstown area launched a drive
Tuesday to raise $1 million
to send each soldier in the
Persian Gulf a box of Girl
Scout cookies.
The Lake to River Girl
Scout Council and area
businesses and groups are
asking for donations for
Operation Desert Cookie
beginning Friday and running through March 15. The
goal is to send 500,000 boxes
of cookies.
Council address is 980
Warren Ave., Niles, Ohio,
44446; telephone
800-362-9430.-

Weather
Freezing rain:

Today, periods or freezing
rain. Highs in the 30s and
40s. Tonight, a chance of
snow. Lows teens to low 30s.
Thursday, a chance of snow.
Highs in the 20s and 30s.
compiled from local and
wire reports

The BG News
Students entertained
Comedians
bring laughs
to campus
by Thomas W. Kelsey
staff writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush confidently assured
Americans Tuesday night that
the war against Iraq will be won
and the recession at home
will end in short
order. "We
stand at a defining hour," the
President said
in his State of
the Union address.
"For two centuries, we've
done the hard work of freedom.
And tonight, we lead the world in
facing down a threat to decency
and humanity," Bush said in a
nationally broadcast address to a
joint session of Congress.
It was the first wartime State of
the Union address since the dark
days of Vietnam. Extraordinary
security precautions enshrouded
the Capitol, a bow to threats of
terrorism.
The President won a longstanding ovation when he praised
U.S. forces in the Persian Gulf as
"truly America's finest" and
again when he predicted "we will

With individual aspirations of
becoming the next Jay Leno or
Bill Cosby, 17 University students competed for the comedy
crown ana gave a receptive audience an escape from the troubles of the day.
David Lockard, senior
theater major, nabbed top honors with reflections on childhood playthings such as the Big
Wheel and Betty Crocker ovens.
The Fifth Annual Certs Mints'
U.S. Comedy Competition in
cooperation with the University
Activities Organization began
with Master of Ceremonies
Randy Calbert, winner of the
1989 national contest. His monologue ranged from such topics
as the 2 Live Crew obscenity
trial to what goes on behind the
bedroom door.
For many of the contestants,
the everyday trials and tribulations of being a college student,
including problems with personal relationships, coaxed
howls of laughter from an understanding audience.
Judging the competition were
three University students and
one national representative
from the Certs company. The
judges rated each contestant
based on five categories including originality of material,
stage presence, humor content,
crowd response and flow.

Bush assures
U.S. victory
in broadcast

■O News/Marc Kaspltzke
David Lockard, senior theater major, entertains at the UAO
comedy contest sponsored by Certs mints. He was judged the
winner out of 17 contestants.

Rick Rettig, a junior communications major, said his aspirations for becoming a comedian came early on.

funnier than men "because
they have a license to talk about
certain things men can't
touch."

"I started cutting up as early
as kindergarten," he said. "I
was the kid in school who always got hit up side the head to
get me to shut up."

Lockard will go on to regional
competion and if successful
there, will vie for chuckles at
Daytona Beach, Fla. during
Spring Break.

Joanne McDonald, a senior
graphics design major and the
only comedienne in the contest,
said women can sometimes be

The national judge will be
Jerry Seinfeld, stand-up comic
and star of his own comedy
show "Seinfeld."

Crook robs Custar Bank
CUSTAR — The Custar State Bank of this small
town 10 miles southwest of Bowling Green was
robbed Monday morning by an unidentified white
male.
When the robber entered the bank wearing a ski
mask, he ordered the customers to sit down and
the employees were told to move away from the
counter.
Seven people, including employees, were in the
bank when the robbery occurred.
The suspect then took money from each teller's
station and placed it in a grocery bag, according to
a police report.

After the money was collected, the robber
moved all the employees into the bank vault and
shut the door.
The suspect has been described as between 25-30
years old, having an average build and a thin
brown mustache.
The suspect appeared to be unarmed, the report
stated.
Anyone who has information on this robbery
should contact the Wood County Sheriff's Department (354-9001), the FBI (243-6122), or Wood
County Crime Stoppers (352-0077).

prevail" over Saddam Hussein.
"As Americans, we know there
are times when we must step
forward and accept our responsibility to lead the world away from
the dark chaos of dictators,
toward the brighter promise of a
better day," Bush said.
The President delivered a terse
assessment of the war to date,
"I'm pleased to report that we
are on course. Iraq's capacity to
sustain war is being destroyed.
"Time will not be Saddam's
salvation."
Shortly before the President
spoke, the State Department issued a joint U.S.-Soviet statement
that said a cease-fire would be
possible if Iraq made "an unequivocal commitment" to withdraw all its troops from Kuwait
and took "concrete steps" in that
direction. It was the first indication the White House might be
willing to accept less than immediate, total withdrawal of Saddam's troops.
With Americans' attention focused on the almost half-million
troops risking their lives in the
Persian Gulf, Bush devoted the
Seesu»h,page6.

War violations
present threat
to humankind
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— One of Iraq's "human shields"
— captured allied pilots — was
killed in a Baghdad air raid, the
Iraqis said Tuesday. Other
Desert Storm fliers struck anew
across Iraq, and reportedly
stopped an Iraqi armored convoy
dead in its tracks.
The Iraqis countered with an
unverified report that their forces
knifed 12 miles into the Saudi
desert and killed "large numbers" of enemy troops before
withdrawing.
Refugees fleeing to Jordan told
of non-stop bombardment, "fire
everywhere" and civilian casualties in Iraq. "It is really hell,"
one woman said.
The U.S. command still seemed
Siuzzled by the getaway flights of
raqi warplanes to Iran. But an
American general warned the
Iraqis that if they tried to return
to their home bases, "we'll get
them."
The Iraqis, who claim to hold
more than 20 downed pilots, said
Jan. 21 they were dispersing the

prisoners to potential target sites
in an effort to ward off allied air
attacks.
On Monday, Iraqi broadcasts
said an unspecified number of
POWs had been wounded in air
raids. On Tuesday, the official
Iraqi News Agency said one was
dead.
"One of the raids hit one of the
departments of the Ministry of
Industry, killing one of the captured foreign pilots, who had been
.SeeOuH,page4.

Early sex education needed, report says
by Greg Watson
staff writer

A survey of University freshmen sexual behavior by a University professor reveals sexual
education is needed in elementary and high school, according to a
report published in December's
Ohio Journal of Science.
According to the results obtained from a 1988 questionnaire,
67 percent of freshmen have had
sex and most do not inquire about
their partner's sexual background.
And despite the threat of AIDS,
40 percent of the students rarely
or never use a condom, according
to Assistant Professor of Medical
Technology Judy Adam's survey.
In fall 1988 Adams sent a questionnaire pertaining to the past
sexual activities of 1,450 incoming freshmen and transfer
students.
Students just out of high school
were surveyed so Adams could
get the sexual activity, knowledge and beliefs of young people
"before college has a chance to
change them.
Adams said the survey proved
more sex education is needed in

elementary and high schools.
Part of the problem is that
schools are reluctant to offer sex
education classes because of public pressure, plus churches nave
yet to seriously address the situations, she said.
"We have to have parents,
schools and churches to work as a
united front to fight AIDS,"
Adams said. "[We need] the
united front to grasp the AIDS
situation.
"While there are good educational programs, they are not hitting where they need to hit. The
younger population view themselves as immortal. We have to
tell them they are not immortal."
Adams said the outcome of the
survey basically fell within the
norm of national surveys.
When the students were asked
their age when they first had
intercourse, 50 percent answered
they had had sex by their 17th
birthday, Adams said. One-third
of the students said they have
never had sex, she added.
"When somebody is having sex
with a person, they are having
sex with all of the people that person has had sex with," Adams
said. "[It is important]to find a
person's background."

Of the students surveyed, 17
percent said they are monogamous or abstain from sex and 45
percent had three or more sexual
partners in their life, Adams said.
She added that 65 percent of the
students said they are more
selective about their partners
with the growth of AIDS cases.
"Most of the individuals felt
they modified their sexual behavior with the advent of AIDS,"
Adams said.
Also, the survey reported 3 percent of the students surveyed nad
sex with partners of the same
sex, she said.
While larger universities on the
West and East coasts have done
similar surveys, Adams said this
was the first to survey freshmen
and the first done in the "conservative Midwest."
Adams said the number of
AIDS cases has leveled out recently, but the number of cases in
the heterosexual population will
probably grow in the next five
years.
Young people are especially at
risk, because they are more experimental, are not as aware of
risks, and are not as conservative
as older people, she added.

Freshman Sexual Behavior
(before entering college)
► 50% had tax by the time they were 17.
•» 66% have had sexual intercourse.
► 17% are monogamous or abstain from sex.
► 45% have had three or more sexual
partners.
► 65% are more selective of sexual partners
because of AIDS.
•» 16% always discuss past sexual
relationships w/ partners.
► 67% rarely or never discuss previous
sexual partners.
► 61 % have used a condom at least once.
•» 40% rarely or never use a condom.
Source: College of Medical Technology research.
1,450 incoming/transfer freshmen were surveyed in 1988. Results published December 1990.
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Editorial
Bush calls for
united effort
Like most State of the Union addresses President
George Bush's speech Tuesday was a chance to
play up American strengths, promise to hurdle obstacles and frolic in national pride.
A year ago Bush gave nis report to the nation at a
time when America was celebrating the end of the Cold
War and trying to digest the U.S. invasion of Panama.
Now, our forces are at war in the Persian Gulf and
the ominous clouds of economic hardship are drizzling
down on the United States.
Economic difficulties were not necessarily on the horizon a year ago, but it seemed America had the time
and room to sharpen the nation's economic problems.

Bush took the challenge before him and like a motivating coach at halftime, he offered words of inspiration and issued a mission to his listeners.
"Almost 50 years ago we began a long struggle
against aggressive totalitarianism. Now, we face another defining hour for America and the world."
Tuesday's address to the nation may be noted by historians as Bush's shining moment. The end result in
the Persian Gulf will play a role as will the success or
failure of Bush's domestic agenda.
Like John F. Kennedy did almost three decades ago
Bush challenged Americans to take on "something
larger than ourselves." He reiterated his "thousand
points of life" theme and said true success takes hard
work and cooperation.
He touched on a variety of domestic issues with goals
that more wishful thinking than probable. His speech
aimed to boost morale on the homefront which it did,
however, we must be realistic in our expectations.
Our education system continues on a progressive
track, but innovative plans can do only so much.

Teachers must be paid the money they deserve. How
can we become the leaders in math and science when
the military attracts the brightest minds?
Of course, money spent on defense can save or take
lives to our seeming advantage, but America's
toughest battles are being fought within our borders.
City crime, drug abuse, a crumbling banking system
and the domination of Congress by special-interest dollars sap our strength and limit our potential.
Perhaps the greatest limit on this nation are those
who take advantage of its resources and enjoy many
freedoms, but don't participate in this democracy.
The president is right that we, "we the people" need
to work together and give of ourselves to achieve
greatness.
Bush said, "Those who say America'a best days are
behind her are looking the wrong way."
We agree the best days may be ahead, but only if all
the people, including our representatives, work
together, for each other and accept the strife that may
be the foundation for our finest hour.

LETTERS
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Student considers Professor urges
censorship of ideas reflection on war
unconstitutional
before actions
Editor The News:
In a recent editorial in The
News (1-24-91) appeared the following statement — "The freedom of speech and of the press allows our country to stand as a
democracy ... a muzzled press is
the first indication of democracy's failure within our society." While I support this assertion. I do not feel that the blame
lies entirely with the military.
I have heard and read the sentiments of people who oppose anti-war demonstrators plenty in
the last weeks. Things like protesters are unpatriotic, they
should support the president,
they should support the troops.
Anti-war demonstrators are told
to be quiet and sit down, the
President knows what he is doing.
I would sincerely ask those who
make such statements to wake
up.
Ask yourselves something — 'Is
George Bush a saint or a politician? He is a man and a politician. He can do wrong, and there
are people out there who believe
he is doing wrong. Should they ignore the dictates of their consciences and not stand up for
what they believe in? If the
government does something
wrong, is it not the people's responsibility — not to mention
right — to see that it is fixed?
Isn't the rights of the Kuwaiti
people one of the reasons given
tor U.S. action in the region?
What about the rights of our own
citizens to ensure that the
government has not over-stepped
its bounds? Have these rights
been forgotten in our haste to
war? I say that those who are trying to tell me how to think and
what to say are unpatriotic, undemocratic and unconstitutional.
As for military censorship,
should we be surprised when part
of the public is trying to dictate
the mouths, minds and consciences of the rest?
Phil Mouch,
Junior

Editor The News:
A Sic Sic sign on the front of
Prout Hall caught my attention.
It said "Go U.s; - kick butt." I
was revolted by that sign, for war
is not a football game played between nations.
Seven students to whom I
taught chemistry at a small Midwestern college not very far from
here were killed in Vietnam.
When that war began most who
attended that little school had
never heard of Vietnam, and
some of those students cheered
Lyndon Johnson on just like Sic
Sic is cheering "Our Boys" on
now. In just a year or two "Good
Old Uncle Sam" had decided he
needed a draft, and some of those
doing the cheering ended up in
body bags. Others amongst them
spent their undergraduate days
in a series of never ending
protests — the culmination of
which was four dead students
here in Ohio — at our sister school
Kent State.
Before you cheer the war on too
loudly, find the names of a few of
those listed on the Vietnam Memorial in Washington. Reflect,
for just a minute, on the similarity of the human beings whose
names are represented on that
War Memorial to you.
Some years from now will there
be a similar memorial on still another corner in our Nation's captial? And will some of your names
be on it?
War is no football game.
D.C. Neckers.
Chair Dept. of Chemistry

Respond
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum
of 200-300 words in
length and should be
typewritten.
Send all submissions
to:
' Editorial Editor
210 West Hall
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Balkan history, a precursor to civil war
Nationalistic countries in 'powderkeg' region remain tense
It is a long and painfully-known
fact in history that when trouble
starts in Europe, it usually manages to ignite in the Balkans first.
World War I erupted out of the
"Balkan powderkeg," and just
last year Yugoslavia was among
the first Eastern European countries to remove itself from Soviet
influence and toss the Communists out of power. Now it appears
that Yugoslavia's problems have
moved into a new level of tension.
The Balkan region is the peninsula in southeastern Europe
that contains Greece, Yugoslavia, Albania and Bulgaria. It has
traditionally been a place of great
tension, due to the high amount of
individual ethnic groups, all with
strong nationalist fervor. There
are Greeks, Serbs, Bosnians,
Herzegovinians, Albanians, Montenegrens, Slovenes, Croats, and
many other groups. All of these
groups want their own independent nation states.

The Serbians could not accept it,
and war was begun. It eventually
spread to all of Europe, and tens
of millions died.

most effective, and at the end of
the war, he assumed control of
Yugoslavia. Though they were
communist, they did not follow
the party line from Moscow. YuIn the aftermath of World War goslavia followed its own path.
I, the peacemakers at Versailles
decided to deal with the Balkan
Now 73 years after its creation,
problem. Woodrow Wilson made Yugoslavia is once again
a great deal about "self- wracked with tension. Each of the
determination of peoples," but individual republics that make up
that was not the result. Instead of the country are at odds with one
giving all these individual groups another. Many of the republics
leir own countries drawn along resent the control that Serbia has
over the country; many of the top
military and civilian officials are
Serbs. Another factor is that in
freely-held elections, the Communists were returned to power
in Serbia; this has caused much
fear and mistrust in the northern
republics.

Along The
Middle Road

by
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But the key question is, will
anyone notice? If international
attention is not focused on the
Gulf, it is on the Baltic States,
also artificial creations from the
legacy of Versailles. But Yugoslavia should be watched; a civil
war in the Balkan region could
spread to other Central European
countries, many of which are still
unstable.
Conflicts in the Balkans have a
tendency of pulling in other countries. Hopefully, in this time of international tension, that won't
happen. This is a crucial time in
world history; civil war in the
Balkans and the Baltic states,
combined with a Gulf War and an
volatile Soviet Union could disrupt the world order for countless
years to come.

There are also inequalities economically; Slovenia (in the
north)
is the economic powerChris Dawson
house of Yugoslavia, and they do
not wish to carry along the other
republics, many of which are
faltering economically. Conseethnic lines, a single country quently, Slovenia will probably
combined them all in one artifi- be the first republic to declare inChris Da wson is a columnist for
cial creation.
dependence, followed by the the News

At various points in history, all
the Balkan nations were under
foreign dominance. The southern
territories were part of the Ottoman Empire, while the northern
territories were part of the AusOfficially called (originally)
tria-Hungarian Empire.
"The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats,
and Slovenes," Yugoslavia was
All of the dominated territories dominated by the Serbs, who
under the Austrians and Turks were part of the Allies during
had exceptionally strong World War I. The Serbian monnationalistic fervor, and this arch was given the throne of Yuaided in beginning World War I. goslavia.
When Austrian Archduke Franz
During World War n, YugoslaFerdinand, heir to the throne,
toured Sarajevo with his wife, he via was occupied by the Gerwas shot by a Serbian student mans. Resistance to the Germans
linked to a Serbian nationalist was offered by the communist
movement. Austria-Hungary partisans under Josip Broz Tito,
demanded retribution of wen- and the Serb nationalist chetniks
independent Serbia, and present- under Draja Mikhailovich (who
ed a list of demands that were es- later was executed under Tito's
sentially impossible to accept. orders). Tito's partisans were the

Correction
On page 2 of Tuesday's News, Michael Kirchner's letter should
have read "Why doesn't Giaimo and his fellow protesters fight
against the oppression of the citizens of Kuwait? 77>e News apologizes for this error.
On page 1 of Tuesday's News, a brief said the comedy competition was scheduled for today. The The News apologizes for any
confusion this mistake may have caused.
On page 5 of Tuesday's News, the story "Environmental company provides safe alternatives" erroneously stated that World
of Difference carried petroleum jellies. The company actually
carries non-petroleum jellies.
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other northern republics. The
southern republics will probably
remain under Serbian Communist control. This will make the
chances for civil war very
favorable. It appears to be only a
question of when.
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Increase in OSA fee divides membership
lities," said OSA President
Robert Nosse. "When you think
about it, one of the most important things a student representaThe Ohio Student Association tive group can do is to go to
has a new budget, and OSA Columbus and lobby."
leaders hope its proposed funding
increase will result in favorable
OSA directors hope to place its
state budget funds this spring.
office at The Ohio State University to save the cost of renting a
The OSA approved a new bud- downtown office. A part-time
Set Saturday which will require staff also will be paid from the
le 13 member schools to pay additional funds.
$1,000 each. This is a vast increase from the current memOne immediate area the OSA
bership fee, generally less than [ilans to focus its stepped-up
$300 depending on the school's en- obbying efforts is the state's
rollment.
biannual budget, which will be
proposed this spring. OSA repreThe additional funds will be sentatives plan to push for a high
used to set up a central office and firiority on higher-education
staff in Columbus to coordinate unding.
lobbying efforts and receive inMoney is expected to be tight,
formation from the state legisla- and OSA representatives said this
ture.
will make their job crucial.
by Jeremy Slone Weber
staff writer

"There's a whole lot of possibi-

"We're really in a bind," Nosse

"There's a whole lot of possibilities," said OSA
President Robert Nosse. "When you think
about it, one ot the most important things a
student representative group can do is to go
to Columbus and lobby."
said. "It's unfortunate our lobbying isn't stronger and wasn't begun sooner."
However, several OSA members disagree with the increase in
dues, saying the project's goals
could be achieved with less
money.
Undergraduate Student
Government President Kevin
Coughlin opposed the proposal,
which passed by one vote. He saii
a Columbus office and a paid staff
are not needed.

All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

$3.99
$4.50

• Soup 'n' Salad
• Hot Entrees
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor off campus students

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

516 E. MERRY AVE.
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apts.
NEW CARPET
Close to Campus

HURRY! All your lavoritB posters are
going lastl Stop in Today!
£ fersonal
UAO

UAO

UAO

Invitation.
UAO

UAO

THE
BLACK STUDENT UNION
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Conference

CHOOSE from over 350
apartments, duplexes,
& houses
I Prime Locations
9'/2 and 12 month
j leases
• available

"gsypsafahg} ff3& Msa ©ff £&?&*&* MMsoy"
rurittM- Frf>ruoty 1st
• Choral Hall, Mu«ic Building 6 30pm
Atkro Kveai
Af.-ican origins of. civilnatian
slide presentation)
Oa.«.l. Cullur.l 5«..ly
African diaaa and dance
Tickets ausl be purchased froa
riusic Oepartaent-13)
"'Sponsored i>y Hualc Dept

The
I Personal R
\ Family
iTouch!

FOOD OPERATIONS SNACK BARS

► Zzas
Founders main floor
Sunday - Thursday
7:30 pm - 11:30 pm

Galley
Hanhman lower level
Sunday - Thursday
6:00 - Midnight

Garden Terrace Deli
McDonald North
Sunday - Thursday
11:00 am - 11:00 pm

VMiutluu. I 'IMUUIU .'till
•Northeast Ccmmcr.3 I '.

CLrl.. rtuL-.J
<Hytns and Truths atout :
Rtligioa]
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an Holocaust
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for More Information Contact
<41fl)3?2-2892
Co Sponsored by
MubculuraiAffary EC*P wS*. uSO.
Uni*en«y Student Actr»«y. Mortar Board.
Peace Coaidon. Sociology Dept .**GS*
Progre«r»* Student Oganution

RESERVE

' Amani Down Under
Commons lower level
Sunday - Thursday
6:00 pm - midnight

_

UAO
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OSA leaders will be meeting
Monday in Bowling Green to iron
out their differences. Ohio Board
of Regents representative Bill
Napier will present the OBOR's
Eroposals for state funding of
Johnston — who doubles as igner education.
OSA membership director — said
she expects all 13 schools to be
IMMM WHb Mwtiv* Swviw.
able to to pay the fee. However,
she conceded "it's not going to be Hi CM*. H't lay. kni It's Th* UW.
an easy process."

FALL 1991 LEASES
STILL AVAILABLE AT

WHEN: January 30.31
WHERE: Student Services Forum
TIME: ioam-4pm
Sponsored by UAO

Ohio University is of the first
view. OU Senate Spokesperson
Julianna Johnston said the increase in revenue is needed to
promote OSA as a legitimate organization.
"Our main roadblock has been
a lack of money," she said. "We've been leading toward this for 10
years."

OSA Vice President Dave Nelson said he hopes Bowling Green
can afford the increase and will
be willing to pay it.
"I would nate to see Bowling
Green not be a part of it," he saia
"Every student has their own
opinions and ideas, but I think we
can work it out."
Coughlin was not as sure.
"I can see us having the money,
but I don't see us committing
money to something that's a
gamble," he said.
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"No one is going to commit
money to something they do not
believe will be effective, " he
said. "We are trying to start
again in OSA and we need to have
every single one of the 13 institutions on the ship."

"There are a lot of good people
The $1,000 fee is actually a
in student governments to do the compromise between a $2,000 fee
UAO

Bowl 'N' Greenery'

lobbying," he said. "There's no
reason for a central office and
paid staff."
Coughlin also said some student governments — including
Bowline Green's —may not be
willing to pay the extra money.

proposed by Nosse and others,
and a $300 fee, which Coughlin
supported.
"There are basically two visions of what OSA ought to be,"
Coughlin said. "One view sup"<>rt.s making OSA this huge juggernaut, and one group thinks we
can do a lot more with less."
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Wednesday. January 30, 1991

Soviets propose
partial withdrawal
from Baltic region
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush said Tuesday night that Soviet officials nave conveyed a willingness to "move away from violence" in the independence-minded Baltic states, including a possible
withdrawal of some troops and renewed talks with local leaders.
Administration officials told The Associated Press the message
from Moscow did not promise to remove all outside military from
Latvia and Lithuania, where 21 people were killed this month in clashes, although some units have been detected moving back from the
Baltic Republics.
On the other hand, some of the Interior Ministry's "Black Berets,"
which played a key role against the independence drive, are from the
area and apparently will remain there, said the officials, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
"We will watch carefully as the situation develops," Bush said in his
State of the Union address, adding that his objective is to "help the
Baltic peoples achieve their aspirations, not to punish the Soviet
Union.''
The statements from Moscow raised hopes within the administration that Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev was attempting to end
violent confrontations in the Baltics and reverse the recent slide in
U.S.-Soviet relations.
Administration officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, said
the message was delivered personally by Soviet Foreign Minister
Alexander Bessmertnykh. They did not say if the message was from
Gorbachev himself.
Bessmertnykh met with Secretary of State James Baker HI during
the day, and afterward the two issued a joint statement on the Gull
War. The statement said a cease-fire would be possible if Iraq made
"an unequivocal commitment" to withdraw all its troops from Kuwait
and took "concrete steps" in that direction.
The statement indicates the Bush administration would be willing to
have a cease-fire if Iraq took steps in that direction.
In his speech to a joint session of Congress, Bush spoke cautiously of
the message from Moscow: "In our recent discussions with the Soviet
leadership, we have been given representations, which, if fulfilled,
would result in the withdrawal of some Soviet forces, a reopening of
dialogue with the Republics and a move away from violence."
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Senior public relations major Amy Cole poses for Steve Connelly,
photographer trom Varden Studios, Rochester, N.V., during the
final week of senior potralts for the 1991 Key. Friday Is the last day
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Graduate Student Senate needs to fill 2
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Food Operations
Quantum 90
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Gulf
G Continued from page 1.
evacuated to that department,"
the agency report said.
Iran's news agency quoted
Baghdad Radio as saying the victim was an American. But no
Iraqi broadcasts monitored by
The Associated Press mentioned
the nationalities or identities of
any of the reported victims, and
the reports were otherwise unconfirmed. Fifteen Americans
are listed as missing or as
prisoners.
The Geneva Convention on
treatment of prisoners of war
prohibits placing prisoners at
likely target areas. The U.S.
fovernment has denounced
raq's handling of the captured
pilots, and on Tuesday the State
Department said it was summoning Iraq's ranking diplomat in
Washington "to raise concern"
about the pilots.

hosted by Iraq," the news agency
said.
The Iraqis were accused of another "war crime" Tuesday when
the parliamentary branch of the
Council of Europe declared that
the huge oil spill threatening the
Persian Gulf constituted an
offense against humanity.
The black slick began a week
ago when Iraqi forces opened up
valves at Kuwait's main offshore
loading terminal, the U.S. command says. During the weekend,
U.S. Air Force F-llls bombed
key pipeline junctions to stem the
flow.
"The flow from that terminal
has stopped," U.S. command
spokesman Brig. Gen. Pat Stevens IV said Tuesday. "The slick
appears, additionally, to be
breaking up."
But fears mounted of an ecological catastrophe, as U.S. and
Saudi experts flew over the slick
and fanned out along the coastline with oil-protection booms,
oil-skimming boats and other
equipment.
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TAKE THE
CHALLENGE!
Experience a semester of study in
Spain with BGSCI Academic Year
Abroad in Spain Program
For more information, come to the
Town Room - University Union
Thursday, January 31. 7:00 - 9:00pm.

If unable to attend please call
372-8053
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portraits will be taken. To be included In the 1991 Key seniors
should call The (fey office (3724086) to set up an appointment.

"We declare to the world public
opinion that the United States
bears responsibility for the consequences of the ugly crimes it is
committing against our people
and the captured pilots who are
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Enjoy all of our facilities!
Dining Halls, Snack Bars, and
Restaurants!

352-0717
Hours:
M-F 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-l p.m.
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Tune in os BG bottles 2 time defending champion
Boll St. Women's action begins at 5:00 pm with
men's action to foHoiu.

LUe are leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1991

Call or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

American Bed Cross
FALCONS S€€K R€V€NG€
WBGU 88.1 - FM

GSS

East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Buff Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
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Cheese

Kreischer
Commons
Founders
Zzas
Down Under Chily's Express
Harshman
McDonald
Galley
Garden Terrace Deli
Berries
Towers Inn
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Tues. Jan. 29 - Meet the Brothers of Theta Chi •
NE Commons 7-9
Wed. Jan. 30 - Crab Races - NE Commons 7-9
Mon. Feb. 4 - Indy 500 Night - 9X House 7-9
Tues. Feb. 5 - Mass Consumption Night -0X
House 7-9
Thurs. Feb. 7 - Deep Six Sub Night -0X House 7-9

224 E. Wooster St.
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University Food Operations
372-7933
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Any Questions Call 352-9001 or 353-9394
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GSS for war education, Bromfield burglarized
University grad housing Suspected thief apprehended by campus police
by Robert Davidson
slaH writer

Like most people, the Gulf
War is on the lips of the members of the Graduate Student
Senate. But rather than endorse
or condemn
U.S. involvement,
GSS has chosen to sponsor
education related to the
conflict.
After
lengthy debate at its
Jan. 25 meet- Berman
ing, the assembly decided to
educate the University community, but the method of education is yet to be decided.
"We need to go beyond the
simplified slogans on both
sides. 'No blood for oil,' what
does that mean?" said senator
Ed Dougherty.
Another senator agreed with
people say that if we
question [Operation Desert

Storm] we are not patriotic. I
think as educated people we
should question the issue,' the
senator said.
GSS President Wayne Berman believes whether students
are for or against U.S. involvement in the Gulf they
should support the troops and
educate others.
"Everyone on either side
would like to see all our soldiers
came back," he said. "As an
educator I would like to discuss
the pros and cons of war."
GSS senator and art major
Todd Bross is happy to see
Americans supporting the
troops and debating the war.
"fm proud to see support
from our generation on almost
all counts for those over there.
This war is different from Vietnam," he said. "Maybe for a
change we are going to learn
from the past.
"The last Americans left
Vietnam in 1975. I was 9 or 10
years old and I remember my
parents didn't even talk about
it. It's good to see a change in
this generation," Bross added.
"fm concerned that as

Americans we have no understanding of Arab culture,
though. •' he said.
In another debate, GSS resolved to continue efforts to secure University organized housing for graduate students either
on or off campus.
GSS distributed bousing surveys on Jan. 22 and is expected
to collect the surveys by Feb. •.
The surveys given to graduate students include questions
regarding housing quality and
graduate student use of the OffCampus Housing Office.
Berman thinks GSS is making
headway in efforts toward University sponsored graduatestudent housing.
"Some possibilities [we have
been considering] will not cost
the University much money. It
might be possible to get funds
together to use an existing
building in town," he said.
"There is also the potential
for on-campus housing," Berman added.
Assuring graduate students
housing would better the educational atmosphere, he said.

by Aaron Dorksen
staH writer

An acquaintance of a University student is being
held in the Wood County Justice Center on a $3,000
bond for thefts reportedly committed Saturday in
Bromfield Hall.
Shannon Mihm, 19, of St. Mary, O., was arrested
Saturday night by campus police and charged with
two counts of aggravated burglary.
Mihm was visiting the University with a friend
whose sister is a student here and is a resident in
Bromfield.
According to the student, her brother and Mihm
were in a room in Anderson Hall with about five or
six University students who were planning to go
out for the evening. Around 8:30 p.m. Mihm said he
had to use the bathroom.
"Shannon asked where is the bathroom and I
pointed down the hall," the student said. "That
was the last I saw of him until 2:30 a.m., when another student informed me that he had been arrested and I went to the police station."
Shortly after leaving the room Mihm walked to
Bromfield where he proceeded to enter any room
that was not locked and looked around for things to
steal, according to witnesses.
Angie Beard, Bromfield resident adviser, said,
"Nobody knows how many rooms he was actually
in but he was in enough to be seen by a van load of
witnesses."
Mihm was caught after a Bromfield resident
saw him in Beard's room going through her pos-

sessions.
"I was in a room down the hall when someone
came in and said, "There's someone in your room
going through your purse,'" Beard said.
Beard said she then ran out of the room and
chased Mihm down the stairs and outside.
Once outside Beard asked two male residents to
help her restrain Mihm while she called police
around 11 D.m.
According to Barbara Waddell, University public information officer, Mihm is being charged for
stealing two University band jackets valued at $80
each and two leather jackets. The value of the
leather coats was not estimated.
Bond originally was set at $17,500 for each count.
But in a bond hearing Monday afternoon Mihm's
bond was lowered to $3,000 for the first count and
personal recognizance for the second count. His
rreliminary hearing is scheduled for Feb. 4, at
:30 a.m.
According to Beard everything has been recovered except for one leather jacket.
However, two Bromfield residents will be without one of their favorite possessions as a result of
the door-todoor burglar.
Business major Jennifer Ransom said, "My
roommate lost her Christmas present but it wasn t
because it was stolen.
"After [ Mihm ] went in our room he left our door
open and our cat ran out into the hall," Ransom
said.
Ransom said in accordance with University policy they are giving their cat a new home with a
friend who lives off campus.
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• To support
survivors of
sexual assault
• To assist
survivors through
the justice system

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Rental Office located at Cherrywood
Health Spa
phone: 352-9378
We can satisfy your apartment needs from
efficiencies to two bedroom.
FEATURES

Piedmont

VOLUNTEERS
The Link

Enjoy Better Living in '91 With

525 Pike St.

352-1545

The VICTIMS ADVOCACY PROGRAM needs you!
No experience necessary - (mining provided.
Application Deadline: February 26,1991

Birchwood
Haven House

2 bedroom- l'A baths
Furnished- Wall to wall corpel
Extra large closets- Linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry oreas in each building
Potio area- Grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

Ail residents will have membership
priviledges to Cherrywood Health Spa
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
$4.25
Hours:
Sunday....
Moil I Inns .

Friday

. . 12:00-2:00 P.M.
. . 11:30-1:30 I'.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
11101:111 P.M.

Located in Ihc University Union

Strip Sicafc Special '5 95 od»e'ti«d in yevpidov iBO "***•. n to* Tuevloy* only

Quantum 90 card accepted alier 4 30 tor on-campus siudenis'
Quanium 90 card acccpied all day (or otl-campus siudenis

Your Time Is UP!!!
Last three days
for

senior portraits!
Last chance May grads!

Appointments are almost gone!
Don't be left out!
Walk-lns accepted 9-11 a.m. and 1-4 p.m.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall.
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Authorities cooperate for area protection
Officials seek end to Arab-American harassment
by Milch Wdu
Associated Pr.-ss Wftttf

TOLEDO - Local officials said
Tuesday they are trying to stop
harassment of Arab-Americans
in the Toledo area, where such
ethnic intimidation has increased
during the Gulf War.
"It's a real serious problem,"
Lucas County Prosecutor Anthony Pizza said at a news conference. "We are trying to get the
word out that we will not tolerate
ethnic or religious intimidation.
"If you allow it to continue,
people will think they can get
away with anything. The problem
will only get worse/'
About 10,000 of metropolitan
Toledo's 340,000 people are ArabAmerican. Arabs began settling
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in Toledo and Detroit, about 50
miles to the north, at the turn of
the century to work in automobile
factories. Many Arabs opened
businesses, such as restaurants.
The Arab-American presence
is symbolized by a mosque in
Perrysburg Township, about 10
miles south of the city in Wood
County.
Keith Mitchell, director of the
city's Board of Community Relations, which mediates racial,
religious and ethnic problems,
read a statement condemning attacks on Arab-Americans.
"We were one community before the war, and we will be one
community after the war," Mitchell said.
The city's police division has
received seven complaints of
ethnic intimidation against ArabAmericans since the Gulf War
began Jan. 16, he said.
In one case, a gunman fired one
shot at a restaurant owned by
Ibrahim Ismail. No one was injured, but Ismail said he has
received telephone calls and a
letter threatening his life.
Mitchell said an ArabAmerican student at the University of Toledo was attacked last
week, and some Arab-American
businesses have received telephone and mail threats since the
war began.

fill this week you con stop by the Union
Foyer and find out more about an
exciting Spring Break opportunity!

TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
<t
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"We want to bring it out in the
open and let people talk about it
and discuss it before it gets to the
point where it escalates into more
violence," Mitchell said.
Saleh Jabarin, president of the
Islamic Center of Greater Toledo,
hailed city and county officials
for taking a stand against ethnic
and religious violence.
"There have been some attacks
against Arab-Americans, which
has been very unfortunate. I'm
glad responsible officials are
taking the right steps to protect
the rights of all citizens."
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Pizza said there have been no
arrests. But he said people arrested for such crimes would be
charged under a state law against
ethnic intimidation.
"If a crime was committed because of race, religion or ethnicity, we can increase a first-degree
misdemeanor to a fourth-degree
felony, meaning that a person
would have to serve more time
and would be subject to a fine,"
Pizza said.
Community leaders are encouraging victims to file complaints with police. Mitchell said
some have not filed complaints
because they are scared.
He also said he feared the problem could get worse as the war
continues.
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MARKMAKE YOUR
GET OUT AND VOTE!
COCO
COCO, the Commuter Off - Campus Organization,
is now holding elections for:
□
□
□

Secretary
Activities Coordinator
Communications Coordinator

Elections will be held January 29 & 30 in the Main Office of the
Off-Campus Student Center Ground Level of Mosley Hall from 7:30
a.m. -10:00 p.m.
Any commuting/off-campus student is eligible to vote. Just bring
a valid ID.

COCO

had preferred more diplomacy to
war.
Along with the Cabinet, lawmakers and the diplomatic corps,
there was a special guest in the
audience, Brenda Schwarzkopf,
wife of Desert Storm commander
Norman Schwarzkopf.

heart of his annual address to the
two-week-old battle to force Saddam out of Kuwait.
In the Congress, Democrats
and Republicans rallied behind
the President. "Now that war has
begun, we'll work to see that it's
He also paid tribute to the demswift and decisive, with the least
possible loss of life," said Senate ocratic aspirations of the people
Majority Leader George Mit- of the Soviet Baltic states and
chell, D-Maine, one of those who said he remained "deeply con-

MAGAZINE
Staff Meeting
for writers, photographers,
copy editors and artists.
WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 30
8 p.m. West Hall Commons
Call Deb, 372-2604 for more info.

KAPPA

ALPHA

ridicule and harassment because of the war in the Middle
East.
But, police officials here said
there have not been any similar
incidents in Bowling Green.
Ash said, city police have not
received any complaints of
people receiving threats.
This is a good sign, he said,
because if they have not been
threatened yet, they probably
will not have to worry about any
future threats.
Campus police and the Wood
County Sheriff's Department
have not received any complaints of harassment either,
according to Waddell and Bush.
However if the city police
receive any complaints of people being harassed, they will
act immediately, Ash said.
"Our concern is to protect
anyone who might have threats
[made toward them]," he said.

Bush
D Continued from page 1.
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Fraternities and Sororities
1st Annual
$£K KA*
BASKETBALL PHILANTHROPY
All proceeds go to juvenile diabetes.
When: Sat., February 2,
Anderson Arena 10a.m.
KAPPA

city writer

I (includes round trip transportation ond hotel for Morch |
23-31. 1991.)
There will be brochures, ond plenty of people to
answer your questions from 10 - 4 doily. Come
check it out!
• R $100 deposit is due ot sign-up *

^215 E. Poe Road *
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tive aid in the Wood County
Sheriff's Department.
For example, if an attack
would occur in the area, the
Terrorism in Bowling Green? sheriff's department would
Local officials agree the pros- serve as a type of control
pect of local violence as a result center. Bush said.
of the Gulf War is unlikely, but
The combined departments
they say they
have not had anything close to
are prepared
complaints or terrorist threats
just in case.
but if they do, they will be
City, camready, he said.
p u s and
"Never say never," Bush
county police
said, referring to possible atdepartments
tacks in the Bowling Green
have particiarea.
pated in preThe threat of attacks is heard
paratory
almost everyday on the news.
meetings with
However,
campus police have
Ash
other police
not changed their way of redivisions and the FBI, said sponding to complaints.
Bowling Green Police Chief Ga"At this point, we haven't felt
len Ash.
a need to do anything
The purpose of the meetings different," said Barb Waddell,
is to coordinate each depart- public information officer for
ment's individual efforts in campus safety.
case something does develop,
Some Arab-Americans living
said Merle Bush, administra- in Toledo have been victims of
by Lori Miller

Go to Key
West, Florida
for only
$385!

EFFICIENCY

PHI

Local police preparedfor potential attacks
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cerned" about the Kremlin's
crackdown.
Bush, who met Monday with
Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander Bessmertnykh, said the Soviet leadership had made promises which "would result in the
withdrawal of some Soviet forces,
a reopening of dialogue with the
Republics and a move away from
violence." Administration sources said the United States was
expecting a "substantial withdrawal, and some rollback had
already been detected.
Bush also announced he was refocusing the decade-old Strategic
Defense Initiative to protect
against limited ballistic missile
threats, rather than an all-out nuclear war. He praised the success
of Patriot anti-missile missiles, a
Star Wars-style weapon that has
killed dozens of Iraqi Scud missiles.
"Let us pursue an SDI program
that can deal with any future
threat to the United States, to our
forces overseas, and to our
friends and allies," he said.
For the first time, Bush acknowledged without qualification
that the nation is in a recession.
"People are in genuine economic
distress. I hear them," he said.
But he said, "There are reasons
to be optimistic about our economy" —citing low inflation and record export levels by U.S. firms.
"We will get this recession behind us, and return to growth —
soon," Bush promised, stopping
short of offering a blueprint for
recovery.
Constrained by huge budget
deficits, Bush offered only a
modest list of domestic priorities.
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Space Limited,
Call NOW:

Mike & Jeff
372-1147

TO DRIVE OR NOT TO
DRIVE...
THAT IS THE QUESTION
Why not ride our campus shuttle
and travel in style?
Stop in and ask about leases for Summer & Fall 1991

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.352-91 35
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Hoops teams battle BSU Optimism running high
in minds of 1991 Tigers
available)," Larranaga added.

by TcMI<I Herzog
sports writer

The Bowling Green men's basketball team concludes the first
half of league play tonight at 8
against Ball State in Anderson
Arena.
Falcon guard Clinton Venable
is listed as doubtful, still suffering from the groin muscle he
pulled in the Toledo game.
"When you have your leading
scorer out like Clinton Venable,
the responsibilities need to be
shared by a number of guys,"
head coach Jim Larranaga said.
"We certainly would like to have
Venable back as soon as possible."
Senior forward Joe Moore is
listed as questionable as a result
of the flu that kept him from
practicing Tuesday night. "We
are down to the bare minimum
(number of healthy players

Ball State enters tonight's
contest with an overall record of
14-5 including a 4-3 Mid-American
Conference mark. The Cardinals
are led by 6-4 junior forward
Chandler Thompson (14 points
per game), and 6-1 senior guard
Emanuel Cross (16 ppg).

BSU also has some firepower
coming off the bench. With five
talented reserves that contribute,
the Cards have a tendency to
wear down their opponents in the
second half.
Although these two teams enter
the game averaging more than 79
points a contest, don't expect a
shootout. BG and BSU boast the
top two defensive field goal percentages in the MAC. The Falcons hold their opponents to just
42 percent shooting from the
field, while Ball State keeps other
teams shooting a mere 41 per-

cent.
This is a crucial game for both
teams. With league leading
Eastern Michigan showing no
signs of collapse (7-0 in the MAC),
a victory in tonight's game is imperative for BG to stay in the hunt
For the conference crown.
Last year the Cardinals captured two close games, 45-44 in
Anderson and 71-65 at Ball State.
BSU has also won 10 of the last 12
contests between the two schools.
Though the Falcons will take
the floor without Billy Johnson,
dismissed for the sake of team
morale, and potentially without
the two leading scorers in Venable and Moore, don't look for BG
to lay down its arms.
"If practice is any indication of
how a team will compete in a
game, we've had great practices
and are looking very sharp,"
Larranaga said after a tough
practice Tuesday night.

Women's team isn 't looking past troubled Ball State
by Jamie Joss
assistant sports editor

Basement dwellers, cupcake or
patsy-teams, call them what you
like, they always appear on
teams' schedules — unless you
happen to be one of them.
this is the case for the Ball
State women's basketball team
which is one of the unfortunate
teams thought of when using
these svnonyms.
It will assume this familiar role
in tonight's 5:45 matchup against
the Falcons [4-3 in the MidAmerican Conference (tied for
fourth), 8-10 overall ].
The ninth-place Cardinals

(4-14) gained their reputation
primarily after dropping fourstraight games and all seven of
their MAC contests this year.
However, this type of team
shouldn't be taken lightly.
"I don't think we can underestimate anyone in the MAC this
year because there is just so
much parity," BG sophomore
forward Andrea Nordmann said.
Proof positive, after losing
14-of-20 meetings with BG, the
Cardinals managed to capture
their first win in nine tries last
year at Muncie, Ind.
BSU is an experienced team
with four seniors and one junior
in the starting lineup. Senior forward Leah Witte is leading the

ANOTHER

team with a 15.4 points per game
average, while junior Stephanie
McQuinn is scoring at a 11.9 ppg
clip and leading the team in rebounding with 7.8 boards per
contest.
When the Falcons head onto the
court looking for their thirdstraight victory, they will try to
disregard the records and maintain an intense mindset.
"We're just going into the game
with a lot of intensity," BG senior
guard Wanda Lyle said. "With
Ball State being 0-7, they should
be hungry for a win and we can't
overlook them."

TOLEDO — Detroit Tigers'
manager Sparky Anderson said
his club is "much closer" to being
a consistently winning team than
most people think.
With the addition of free agents
Rob Deer, Mickey Tettleton, Bill
Gullickson, John Cerutti and
Tony Bernazard, Anderson believes the Tigers have a chance at
the American League East
Championship.
"I'm looking forward to this
year," he said. "I think we're
greatly improved and I thought
before that it would take longer
for us to get back, but I think we're right back in the hunt again."
Sparky's optimism isn't anything new and neither is the fact
the Tigers were good offensive
team last year, finishing second
in the league in runs scored with
750 — but gave up 754. Detroit
placed 25th out of 26 Major
League teams in earned run
average last season with a 4.39
mark.
The pitching woes might be
helped by the addition of Gullickson, who went 10-14 with the Astros in 1990 and Cerutti, the former Blue Jay, who was 9-9 in 30
games with Toronto.
Both could fit nicely, but there
are still a few holes to be filled.
Fellow Tiger pitchers Dan Petry,
Jack Morris, Mike Henneman
and Paul Gibson, remain unsig-

The Sisters of
KAPPA DELTA

-.ADVANTAGE

as V. P. of Membership

PROtyiltt
BOWLING GREEN

"We can go out everyday and
no one person has to worry about
being pitched around, Deer
said. "We'll have some protection
this year and it'll put a little fear
in some opposing pitchers."
Cecil Fielder, who appeared relaxed when he spoke of the upcoming years, said he's going to
go out and have fun this year and
try to stay healthy.
"We've added two people who
are capable of hitting the long
ball," Fielder said. "Anytime you
can add a little power to the
lineup it's a plus."
He seems even more excited
about the upcoming season than
Anderson if that's possible.
Tettleton hit 15 home runs with
Baltimore last year and 26 in
1989. Bernazard, who played in
Japan the past two seasons, hit 27
homers in his two-year tour of
Orient.

CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: Resident Manager

Colleen Till

Call or Stop by

style of hitting," Deer said.
He added that last season he
nor Tettleton, nor Fielder, had
any other proven power hitters
around them in the batting order.
But now with three powerful hitters in Anderson's lineup, it will
keep pitchers from pitching
around someone like Fielder.

Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.

are proud to announce

tor an appointment

ned. Anderson said if the Tigers
can get some luck and some
strong pitching, they'll be in the
hunt.
But, what Anderson seems to
be most happy with and excited
about are the signings of Deer,
Tettleton, and Bernazard. Ana
don't forget Cecil Fielder, last
season's league-leader in home
runs (51) and runs batted in (137).
This combination will produce
strikeouts, (Deer, Tettleton and
Fielder all fanned more than 125
times last season) something Anderson said does not concern him.
"The strikeouts don't bother
me. Cecil (Fielder) led the
majors last year in strikeouts and
also hit 51 home runs. The
strikeouts won't be a problem,"
Anderson said.
Deer, with Milwaukee last
season, pounded 27 home runs,
and also brings some solid rightfielding along with his solid bat.
Deer said he loves to hit in Tiger
Stadium.
"I used to get to play only 10
games a year in Tiger Stadium,
but now over the course of a
season I'll get to play in 81.1 love
hitting in that ballpark (Tiger
Stadium). I see the ball really
well there and think it's a ballpark that's conducive to my pull-

APARTMENTS

To All Bowling Green Students
Sohio Procare is offering you
LUBE, OIL, & FILTER for
$15.95
and $5.00 worth of free gas
befween the hours of 5 - 9 pm
Offer Expires
2/28/91

by James A. Welty
contributing writer

641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.O.
352-4380

275 S MAIN
353-3060

CAREER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
for 1991-92

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500

CREATIVE and CARING STUDENTS. . . THE
OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME AWAITS YOU!
IF YOU HAVE SKILLS IN LEADARSHIP,
HUMAN RELATIONS, MASS MEDIA. THEATER, GRAPHIC
ARTS, WRITING, OR OTHER SKILLS CONSIDER
BEING A PART OF THE STEP 1
(STUDENTS TOGETHER EDUCATING PEERS)
TEAM OF PEER LEADERS
GAIN EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPING
PRESENTATIONS, PUBLIC RELATIONS,
CREATING NEW MATERIALS, & MUCH MORE!!!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
JANUARY 15-FEBRUARY 1
THE PREVENTION CENTER: FOR ALCOHOL &
OTHER DRUG ABUSE 310 STUDENT SERVICE
(372-2130)

APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY FEBRUARY 1!

Deadline: Friday, March 1, 1991
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was
established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished
service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a
Trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to
pursue careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting,
journalism, political or governmental service, public health, community
service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a student
with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of
his/her senior year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1992. Each fellow
will receive $1,500. The selection of fellows will be based on an initial screening
process and further review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of
recommendation, must be submitted to the University Relations Office,
Mileti Alumni Center by 4 p.m., Friday, March 1, 1991.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni
Center; School of Mass Communications, 302 West Hall; and the Political
Science Department, 115 Williams Hall.
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

-s^ripna Ljamma oLJelta K^onqratulateS
tneir new initiated

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

J) anuaru 27, 1991

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES. & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Brown sparks Cavs to victory
RICHFIELD, 0. (AP) — Chuckv Brown
scored 15 points during Cleveland s nearly
perfect second quarter and the Cavaliers
went on to beat the Charlotte Hornets 125-106
Tuesday night.
The Hornets started quickly, building a
21-12 lead on a basket ana two free throws by
Johnny Newman with Just over three
minutes to play in the first quarter.

games. Charlotte, which has lost seven of its
last nine, fell a half-game behind the Cavaliers into last place in the Central Division.
Brad Daugnerty, led the Cavaliers with 26
points, scored 10 in the third period to keep
Cleveland ahead comfortably. Both coaches
substituted freely in the fourth quarter.
Brown, who started the previous 18
games, came off the bench Tuesday night
and finished with 17 points. He said he
wasn't angry about being dropped from the
starting lineup.
"I don't keep track of those things," he
said. "I'm iust trying to earn my money.
Whenever I m called on, I try to go out and
play hard."
He said he had never scored 15 points in a
quarter before.
"I thought I was Vernon Maxwell," Brown

Cleveland, however, closed the quarter
with a 7-1 run, then made its first eight shots
and 17-of-18 in the second quarter to go up
60-41 at the half. Brown was Mor-6 from the
floor and 3-for-3 from the line during the
period.
The Hornets got no closer than 11 in the
second half.
It was Cleveland's fourth win in the last 24

said, referring to the Houston guard's astounding 30-point fourth quarter against the
Cavaliers on Saturday. ''They got me the
ball in good position, set me some picks, and
the shot was falling, so I kept taking it."
The Hornets, already short-handed because of injuries, played without starting
forward J.R. Reid, out with the flu.
"I looked out one time and we had Earl
Cureton, Jeff Sanders, Scott Haffner, Steve
Scheffler and poor Kendall Gill," Hornets
coach Gene Littles said. "That's when they
made that big run, and boy, we never recovered. I thought we played pretty good in
the first quarter, but when I went to the
bench — heck, they're CBA players and we're trying to bring them into the NBA."
Johnny Newman led the Hornets charge
with 31 points, while Kendall Gill added 21.

- Attention Students Is your car feeling lonely and neglected? Has the winter
weather taken its toll on your interior and/or exterior?
Let CIS make your car look showroom new again! We
professionally clean and polish your car using the Curtis

System of advanced automotive care. A beautifully
clean, lustrously polished car not only looks and feels

great, it's worth more and lasts longer, too!

Call us today:

OMOWALE CULTURAL SOCIETY
presents

'xl</sza<
&
"</< III
Professional Auto Cleaning

AFRIKAN DANCERS
featuring

513 Pearl St. BG
352-8117

KING SUNDIATA KEITA
Afhkan Artist Extraordinahc

The Thinker

Friday, February 1, 1991
8:00 p.m. - Kobicker Hall
Bowline Green State University

\ 'l

i

Sponsored by the College of Musica'
Arts, Residence Education Series &
the World Student Association

Tickets: $5 adults & S3 students
CALL 372-8171

'An ultra-clean car is a joy to drive!"

The Key/Eric Mull
Sophomore swimmer Dave Oler chews his goggles as he concentrates before last weekend's upset victory against Miami,
123-117. Oler's best finish of the meet came In the 50 freestyle,
placing fourth with a 22 58 time. He was also part of the 400 freestyle relay which finished fifth In 3:28.48.
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Trouble Finding Parking Both
ON and OFF Campus?

! PARKING SPHCes !

I ART:
I
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516
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516

l
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CD

ro
ro
.

Thurstin Ave.

Parking Spaces For Rent

1

Across from the Crocks at €ast
Merry at the sight of the old Heinz
Factory $20.00 per semester

>
•

Coll 352-0717

Seniors,
525 Pearl Street

B.G.
S.U.

z«-

OPEN EVENINGS

You're Out!

Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 8 — Sat. 8 to 3 p.m.
Church St.
Grove St.
■Bultonwood Ave.
Maple St.
Book's
Car Parts

Ph. 353-5841

Makeit ^nw«
NAIM BRAND new!

fbUcwtfo leader**.

Tuesday, January 29 Wednesday. January, 30
All Sports Psyche-Up
Go-Greek Night
Monday.February 4
Pride of Toledo Night

Tuesday, February 5
Ice Cream Social

Thursday, February 7
Invite Only
7 - 9 each night

for more info: 2-2795

of the 1991 KEY senior section
if you miss this last portrait session

Sittings are now thru Friday
Call The KEY at 372-8086 today
to schedule your appointment
This is the last session and your last chance!

Be a hit, immortalize yourself!
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Cole featured in Indians' future
by Maci Schroder
sports editor

FOSTORIA, 0. — Last autumn,
while the baseball world was focusing on hot pennant races, the
Cleveland Indians were busy
building their future.
September saw the Tribe win 16
of their final 23 games and secure
fourth place — their highest finish since 1976.
But the only ones noticing were
the Indians themselves. Several
Silayers told reporters a feeling of
amily overcame the team, and
folding up the teepees for the last
month of the season was out of the
question.

photo by Paul Vernon
Indian outfielder Alex Cole answers questions In Tuesday's press conference held in Fostoria. O. The Tribe expects big things from Cole and
this season, hoping to better last year's fourth place finish.

the inside lane — Alex Cole.
Cleveland's newest center
fielder took the city by storm last
July. The 6-2, 185 pound leadoff
hitter only played 63 games, but
he fit a whole season's worth of
statistics into those two months.
■His 40 stolen bases set a
Cleveland rookie record and
placed fourth in the league.
■He batted .300 and recorded
five extra-base hits in 227 major
league at bats.
■Established an Indians record
by stealing five bases in a single
game.

Before getting a full-time shot
with the Tribe, the 25-year-old
Cole labored in the St. Louis and
San Diego minor league organizations. No matter where is has
been, the stolen bases have alIt's that kind of attitude which ways been his forte.
has Cleveland fans believing
their club may sneak up on a few
"When I'm leading off first
teams.
base, all I'm thinking is 'I'm
gonna take this base. See if you
But the Indians have no aspira- can stop me,'" Cole said.
tions of sneaking. It's more like
That summarizes the Indians'
running, challenging and hus- overall offensive philosophy.
tling. Forget the home run on the
shores of Lake Erie, Cleveland is
preparing for a 162-game track
meet.
Jimmy Morris,
And the Indians have pinned
their hopes on the man running in

Cleveland management had de- Sandy Alomar, who has thrown
cided this team would have to out some potential stealers from
rely on "manufacturing" runs in- his knees.
stead of hitting the long ball, esE'ially with the apparent loss of "I played against Sandy in Trindy Maldonado.
ple-A and now it's good to be on
the same team," Cole said. "Now
"Last year they did not hit a lot he can cut down my competiof home runs, they gave up a lot," tion."
said Rick Manning, former Indian outfielder. "It s not an excitCleveland acquired Cole from
ing team when you sit back and San Diego in exchange for minor
play for three-run homers. A league catcher Tom Lamkin.
team that has to manufacture
runs, and they know it, makes for
"I thought I had the confidence
an exciting brand of baseball.
to play in the big leagues in 1989,
but the call up never came," Cole
"You've got guys like Cole who said. "After the trade to Clevecan get on base, steal second, land, I didn't know what to think.
steal third. That keeps a lot more They didn't promise me anypressure on the defense," Man- thing, but after 10 days at Triplening added.
AI was up with the big club."
And the Indians have been off
One defenseman Cole will
likely never face is Tribe catcher and running ever since.
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Each Apartment Features:

A

AMERICAN
CANCER
? SOCIETY*

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
BOWLING GREEN • 551IV.I
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TODAY AT
7:15 and 9:15
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HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main
Wednesday
Jan. 30

' Furnished
Air Conditioning Paid
' Extra Vanity
' Close to Campus
' Laundry Facilities

352-9951

CREATIVE RITE

Thursday Saturday,
Jan. 31 Feb. 2
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1 00 cover after 9:30

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

• Heating Paid
' 2 Bdrms. 1 Bath
'Walk-in Closet
' Plenty of Parking
' Fulltime Maintenance

to get an apartment at

Congra tula tions

CAMPUS MANOR

on making

505 Clough Street
CALL TODAY - 352-9302

BG News
Salesperson of
the Week!

RE. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.
Bowling Green, Oh. 43402

Love, your 6th grade
from Cookson
Elementary School

STOP iN TO GET FULL DETAILS
A complete listing of all available apartments
tor Summer ana Fall 1991-1992 can be
obtaineb from our office

iiiini

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh8
you've learned one program, you're well on your way
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
share information with someone who uses a different
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
gives you. Then pinch yourself.
technology that lets you personalize your work by
It's better than a dream-it's a
adding voice or other sounds.
\pple
introduces
the
Macintosh
LC
Macintosh.
Like every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
For information
available applications that
on student,
all work in the same,
consistent way-so once
faculty, and staff

discounts on
Macintosh
computers, call
372-7724.

The power to be your best"

CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS

••AHA"
Spring MembereMp Drive
Get the Professional Advantage through ih«
•0 American Marketing Association. Jo4n
today through Friday only In the BA A MSC
■obbiet MlWP.usl.lp l« only 110 Iw iht
spring semeeter.

interested <n becoming a
World Student AseociasVjn
Board Member?
Appacafiona for Spring'91
Semester Board Poemons ara now
avaaabte at 403 South HaJ
For more info contact 372 2247
Feck Or 354-8255 Juke
Mali* ths world • better piece
JOIN BEACH OUT'
9 pm Wednesdays 200 Mo—ly

•• Omega Pro Alpha * •
Coma (ontNtuni eervtce of a NeBonal Service Sorority' Rush info nights
Wad Jan 30 Prout Lounge 6 30 and
Thurt Jan 31 Uraon Campua Room 8 45

Rl SMMA ERSILON
FORMAL MCETINO
Wed Jan 30«l 7 30.n I10BA
Speaker from Waaace Computers
OPEN TO ALL
W SKIMA ERSH.ON

Ara you concerned about animals?
Thara wii ba an organizational meeting tor a
campua vagatanan group on Wadnaaday. Jan
30 at 7 30 pm at me UCF cantar Everyone a)
welcome

Pre-JOUR A Pre-HTVF Advising
Fal'01 ISpr 92 121 Waal
2 30 Wad « Thura PHaaa bring l D

MY DOCK LIVE I
Yea. INS Sat Fab 2. 1901. Dry Doc* presents
BLACK MINOS OF MUSIC tve on ma famed
Dry Doc* stage Come pc-n the fun aa they
dance a rap me mght away Also WFAL returns
to ma Dock navt weak (Fab 0) for yet another
tun filed evening of games 1 pruea Make your
plane now lo attend one or both ntghts Jom the
tun. the excitement al at Dry Dock Located in
the baaament of Harehman Quad and doom
Meat open at 9 00 pm sharp'
GAMMA
Greeks Advocating Mature
Management ol Alcohol
meeting tonight
Wednesday Jan 30 9 15
111 BABMg
1

AI Greek* Welcome

Valentine's Day Rose Sale
Sponsored by the Honors Student Aaaoc
Preorde* m the Ur*on Foyer THIS WEEK
ONLY"
f 2 00 / rose or $20 001 dozen • On campus
deavery on Valentine a Day & other orders can
be picked up by sender at 231 Adm Ettdg on
Valentine s Day

THE SPECIAL AWARDS COMMITTEE OF
ORIENTATION BOARD WOULD LIKE TO
RECOGNIZE THE OUTSTANDING MEMSERS
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER.
OREAT JOSSUE DOWNEY
KELLY MIDDAUOM
PHIL MERCK)
SHELLI SANDERSON
MARIA SHAHEEN
LINDA SCHREIZER
TERRIKRINQER
WICAWEII
What Motivation Madness
Whan Fab 6 at 6 00 pm
Where Ohio Suite. Union
Speaker Tom Wataon. Director ol Personnel
Development from Marathon Oil Company.
Topic Motivation » Self Esteem
For faaarvatlona. cal Studant Services at
*7? ?e<3
Work) Watch • Evetyona Welcome'
Intarnatlonal Relsllone Organisation Meet*
IngGet Involved ■ panel discussions, speakers &
muchmora1
EVERY WED 7:30 pm 114 EO
For mora mlo cal Nancy 352-6725

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Keya at lea Arena Identity at skate
shop
FOUND: Spanish Textbook. 1-25 am. near
Umon Please cal Dan at 372-5553. alter 5
pm

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW

PANAMA CITY BEACH

'119
'129
'96
'137
'124

CORPUS CHRISTII
MUSTANG ISLAND
HILTON HEAD ISLAND

'108
'112

DAYTONA BEACH
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
<, A\p • NIGHTS
STEAMBOAT ^
PORT LAUDERDALE

S AND t NIGHTS

CALL TOU FBte TQOAV

1 800 321 5911
'Drotndmg on orru» gjrtt .tno cu:

Entropy

-i

Lett Behind
Sentimental POOL CUE left, last Wed night m
Downtown Soft brown leather case I'm sick
about it. pleaae cal me it you picked it up Reward ottered 354-4749

SERVICES OFFERED
Cleaning service available tor home, apartment.
etc Low rates For details 353 7/58
DON'T LOSE YOUR RENTAL DEPOSIT'
HAVE DAMAGES REPAIRED!
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL SEAN
352-7763 LEAVE MESSAGE
PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy teats and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal 354 HOPE
RESUMES Skilled, unskilled, homemaker*.
professional Complete instructions and examples Send $ 14 95 to Career Starters PO Box
2461 2 Columbus. OH 43224
Wil do typing $1 25 a page 352-3356 after 5
pm

Gamma Phi Beta Pledges
Look* But Study Table
Paid Oft"
LoveATTKE
Joyce

PERSONALS
' Rush Kappa Sigma '
Little Italy

INTERNAT10NAI BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Our 1 at formal meeting of the semester ra Wed.
Jen. SO at Son in 11* BA. DAVE STANFORD
from the Co-op office w* talk to ua about reaumea and what the Co-op office can do lor
you
COME CHECK US OUT!

tonight 7 00 pm
' Rueh Kappa Sigma '
' The Moat Wanted Man
* Rueh Kappa Sigma *
A Bahamaa Party Crixse 6 days only $279'
Jamaica a Florida 6 days S299' Daytona $1591
Panama City $99' Cal Spring Break Travel
I 800 636 6786
ADVERTISING CLUB
"HAPPY HOURS*
FRJ FEB 1.4-7 PM
EASY STREET CAFE

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Men's > Coed
Floor Hockey - Feb 4. Men's. Women's S
Coed Curling • Feb 5. Men's Dots Racquet
Del Fob 6
KD • Andrea Ward ■ KD
Congratulations on your pearling to Todd Bules'
AOT Your Sisters

Alpha Oams love Their VIPS
Alpha Oams Love Their vrP'S
Alphe Oams Love Their VIP i
Alpha Lamda Delia will sponsor the first of our
Leaf Lecturesenes on Tuesday. Fab 12. at
8 00 pm m 110 BA Our leatured speaker la Or
Keeley Open to al
Alpha Ormcron PI
Congratulations on a successful pheanthropy'
The Alpha Gams
APO Big Teresa APO
Here's to Teresa Cook
My Big you'll slwaya be
Happy Birthday Love and wishes
Sent from III' Krlallel
APO Lir KrUtle APO
BEWARE Kna Braucher
Congratulations LORI FOURNIER on your levabermg to SAE JOHN LAMMERT" We wtah you
the beet'
Love.
Your Chi Omega Sisters
Don't forget' University Ambassadorappkeattons due Monday Feb 4 at 5 00
at the Mileti Alumni Center Pick up en appkeahonalMaetior 405 Student Services!
ORY DOCK LIVEI
Yes. this Set Feb 2. 1991. Dry Dock presents
BLACK MINDS OF MUSIC I've on the tamed
Ory Dock stage Come (O.n the fun as they
dance & rap the night away Also WFAL returns
to the Dock next week (Feb 9) for yet another
fun I fled evening of games a prizes Make your
plans now lo attend one or both nights Join the
tun. the excitement, al at Dry Dock. Located In
the basement of Harshman Quad and doors
bleat open at 9 00 pm sharp.

LOOKOUT Kris Braucher
Youre going lo be arunk oil you' rocker"
Make doears
352-4188

from

1

scents

Phone

Debbie

Detvery person, bkes to drive, wants to earn
extra money and be a pert of a great team. Quahf-cations are economical car. knowledge of
me area, and a great personalty Cal Doris at
874-0237. between 4-9

PI SIGMA EPSILON
FORMAL MEETING
Wed Jan 30at / 30m llOBA
Speaker from Wallace Computers
OPEN TO ALL
PI SIGMA EPSILON
Remember MARK'S make your own coupon
contest? Win an extra large pizza'! Deadline
Jan 31.1991

MOBILE SNACKS
FOR
MOBILE MEALS
Look for the Sigma Kappa table on campua seeing snack pecks for SI a piece Al proceeds
wil benefit Mobile Meals of Toledo Hurry, this
week only'"

RUSH
PHI DELTA THETA
Rush at the Kappa Kappa Gamma House
on Tuesday and Wednesday from
7 00Pmto9:00Pm
NOTHING BUT THE BEST

MORTAR BOARO
Hey junior class campua leaders' If you'd Ike to
be involved in a select group of people just Ike
you. apply for Mortar Board today In 425 StudentServtcoe
Never Again la an organization that is designed
to promote responsible decisions about dunking and driving We ara not against drinking
The decision to drink is an Individual choice, but
the decision of one person to drink and drive
can affect al of ua
OSEA Membership Drive
Jan 28 • Feb 1. M-F. 9-4 pm
First Floor Educ Bidg Come torn'
PERSIAN QULF SHARING SUPPORT GROUP
Wednesday. January 30th 8 30 pm
Student Health Service Bug
Student Health Center Lounge
Everyone is welcome'

G Phi B BIG WOODY G-Phi-B
Congrats on your pinning to Kevin! You're the
best!
Love. LUShen
G-Phl-B BIG WOODY G-Ptv-B

Phi Slgs Rush! •
Tonight is
the night for
al you Nintendo
butts to show
us what you're made
of Jom Phi Sigma Kappa
between 7 • 9 pm
at the (AOTT)
Alpha Omicron Pi house
just across from the
Math Science Building
PN Sigma Kappa

by Chuck Bost
TH£ PUKCe V0U'Rt= LCOiClN6 FOR.

is

Pi Phi Pi Phi Pi Phi
Angela Burgmekw greet tob aa spokesperson tor G A M M A Way to go"
Pi Phi Pi Phi Pi Phi

MARK'S
SUPERBOWL PARTY!
FREE Munchies. drink specials
a prr/a specials
OPEN SUN. AT NOON

Phi Sigma Kappa
Rush Ptv Sigma Kappa
And discover what you are missing Join a
group of men determined to set themselves
apart from the rest Come and see what we are
al about!
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
RUSH
Phi Sigma Kappa

r-

CONSTRUCTION JOBS now hiring al poeittona Both sklted a unskilled Male a female
openings For mlo Cal (615) 779-5505 Ext
J2S5

RUSH
PHI DELTA THETA
Rueh at the Kappa Kappa Gamma House
on Tuesday and Wednesday from
7:00 Pm to 9:00 Pm
NOTHING BUT THE BEST

Follow the Leader!
Follow the Leader'
Follow the Leadert
Follow the Leader)
Follow the Leader!
Follow the Leadert
Follow the leader!
Follow Iha Leader!
Follow the leader I
Rush Sigma Phi Epsllon!

QAYflESBIAN INFORMATION LINE
It you have Questions about homosexuality or
the gay community m Northwest Ohio, cal
352-LAGA (352-52421 from 7-10 pm Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays The ana la
completely anonymoua and confidentiei. and H
is staffed by gay and gay-supportive volunteers

Phi Slams KapparXeppe Alpha Pal
1 at Annual Baaketbel Philanthropy
" Proceeds go to Juvenile Diabetes "
Fraternities 'Sororities
Join the Fun Saturday Feb 2
vi Anderson Arena at 10 am See your Philanthropy Chairman for more details1 Get ready to
shoot some hoops'•
Phi Sigma Kappa I Kappe Alpha Pal

ACROSS THE smeBrf

RUSH BETA
RUSH BETA
RUSH BETA
RUSH BETA TONITE 7-9
RUSH BETA
RUSH BETA
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
KNEE VOLLEYBALL WITH THE SAE'S
TONIGHT 7 00 - 9 00 PM ALL WELCOME
SALEI SALEI SALEI SALEI
Don't miss the European Rock Poster Sale
which la taking place on January 29-31 The
sale wil be In the Student Services Forum from
10:00 am until 4 00 pm Don't miss this opportunity to buy some sensational posters
SCHOLARSHIPS!
Alumni Chapter Scholarship AppKcatrOns
are now ava-abte Check your on-campus
mailbox for applications or slop by
Financial Aid or the Alumni Office
Application deadline is Feb 26
Scnotarshipa awarded from 25 Alumni
groups from across Ihe country
SIG KAP * SIG KAP ' SIG KAP
Congratulations Kelley Werner on the position
ol program consultant on PanheHen-c Cabinet
WayloGol'
SIGMA KAPPA
SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations to AnJI Cooper on her engagement to Beta Theta PI Steve Fisher Way
logo'
SIGMA KAPPA
SIGMA KAPPA
SIGMA KAPPA

Its tfu fuartwarminq story of...
<fav<|

6DLUARD 0 Wip6RBL.?iDe«3;(

'But, the old man soon passed away
and left ldward alone and
unfinished, with automotive wipe,
blades for hands.

One day, an Amway distributor found'Edward and took,
him home to live with her
family in sunny, conservative
Suburbia.

See 'Ldward attempt to fit into 'modern
society'by eating fast food, drintjng
copious amounts of 'cow-powered'
Choc 0 la and watching mind-numbing
late night television.

-mite

SPRING BREAK '91 HOTLINE
Daytona Beach: from S149
Cancun. Mexico from $399
Don't miss out Call now for more information'
BGSU Representative Kathy 354-5687

Fired of the same old thing? Wei, grab your
swimsuit and head for Panama City1 Spend 8
days' 7 nights on the beautiful white beaches
You wil be located right in the heart of al the
action • Miracle Mle Resort* Don't delay1 Spots
are going last11'
Call Jean "4-LOTS" of fun at Spring Break
'■1II (Thafa 354-5687)
UPTOWN
NEVER COVER OVER 21
UNDER 21 ONLY II.00
BEFORE 11. EVERY NIGHT!!
WATCHOUT: Kne Braucher
Happy 21st Birthday•'!
Love, Joyce

• by J.A. Holmgren

MAKE MONEY at home with your personal
computer Easy work, excellent pay Details
call 1-601 388 8242 ext C 2593
MODEL SEARCH Model Potential Do you
have it? Seeking models for fashion, advertising, ft catalog work Send photos ft a summary
of your interests (snapshots OK) No experience necessary Ron Michaels Fashion Studios. Box 8601 Toledo. OH 43623.
RESORT HOTELS, Crulaellnes, Summer
Campa, A Amusement parks. NOW accepting
applications lor summer jobs, internships, and
career positions in the US and Mexico. For
more information and an appacatton; write
National Collegiate Recreation service: PO Box
8074; HHton Head SC 29938.
Seasonal employment aval as a white water
raft guide in W Va Exp not reo. Must be 18
yrs old, have current CPR and first aid Contact
North American River Runners P O. Box 81.
Mico W VA 25854 or cal 1 -800-950-2585,
E.O.E.
SUMMER COUNSELORS. Outstanding New
York State Coed Children's Resident Camp
Looking for college students Two hours from
New York City Beeutrful facilities Congenial
Staff Speciaasts and General counselors
needed 914-693-3037 Camp Kennybrook
19Southway. Hartsdale. New York 10530
Typesetter full time/part time Good typing and
grammar skills needed Wil train Send resume
to The Copy Shop Inc 117 E Court St. BowlIng Green. OH 43402
WSOS Head Start Is accepting appscaflona tor
the position of Home Visitor. Associate Degree
in childhood ed or combination of training and
experience Part-time with posaiMity of fultime. $5.15 per hour. Apply to Ursula Denieoft.
Heed Start. P O Box 94, Portage. OH 43451
EOE

Beta for sale - Unlvaga 88 12 apeed Great
Sliape1 $160 or best offer Cal JUNE
3528108
GOOD USED COUCH AND MATCHING
CHAIR ASKING $25 CALL KEN AT 3624*11
It you are looking to buld an A t Stereo Rack
System, start out with the best: a BOSE
receiver ISO Watts-channel $300 or best
offer Cal Jim 354-5680
Sotoflex Training System
1 year old $300
Cal 354-6022

FOR RENT
1 large bedroom efficiency Al utilities FREE
$195/month 309 1 '2 E Merry St Cal Tim at
352 7365
2 bdrm apt for rent now Can 352.5056 before
5 00 or 354 2275 after 5.001 ask lor Jerry
Attn: Grads & Undergrada 1 & 2 bdrm apts
available for May. August, or summer only
leases No gimmicks, pjst cleen. well-managed
puHdmga. 352-3445.
CARTY RENTALS
2 Bdrm apis for 3 or 4 students Houses for
4-5-8 students. Al near campua. 9-10-12
month leases Also summer rentata. 352-7366
Cheap 4-peraon apt for summer sublease One
block from campus No utilities. Cal 354-0467
For Rent
2 Bedroom urnta across from campua. $400 for
9 month lease. $340 for year lease. Phone
352-5111 between 10-5. M-F
Houses a Apartmenta For Rent, Fan 91-92
Also subleasing second semester 1991. Carry
Apertmenls Cal 352-7365

WANTED

Houses > Apartments for 1991-92 School
year 12 mo leases only starting in May Stave
Smith 352-8917

Female roommate needed for Spring '91 Rent
negotiable VTeageGreenApta Cal352-4515

Houses lor rent 2 a 3 bedrooma 1991-1992
school yew Cal 362-2330 or 354-2854 after
6:00 pm

Roommate needed immediately Own room,
rent neg Cal 354-6744 leave message

5:15

HIRING
Casey's works around your schedule
1025N Main 352-9113

1 (one) mattress. 1 (one) Box spring, and 1
(one) bed frame for single size bed. Greet condition, looks new $50 neg Cal Dan at
35 9952

The Sisters of S*gma Kappe would bke to congratulate Cas*e Mason and Theta Chi Charlie
Johnson on their recent lavalierlng

'ldward was built by a
mtchanit out of old automobile
parts and was intended to
provide friendship for tfu grease
monkjysgoldtn years.

Have a special skil? Work wel with children?
Consider Summer Camp1 Supervisors. Counselors, Teen Trip Lesders. Waterfront Staff.
(WSI. ALS. Boating), Sports. Mountain Biking.
Archery. Drama. Campcraft, Jewish Programmer. Tennis and Arts ft Crafts Specialist Cal or
write for appacatton.
LYNNE LEUTENBERG
Jewish Community Center ol Cleveland
CAMP WISE
3505 Mayliekl Rd Cleveland Hts . OH 44118
(216) 382-4000. EXT. 242

FOR SALE

The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would Ike to congratulate Laura Albanese and John Gielink on
their recent engagement
^^^^^

ll'r inlrrrunl tnt story in vrogrus Id tSnruj
you anothtr/ini 9CB COMICS parody!

Excellent Incomel Easy Work' Assemble
products at home Cal Now! 1-601 -388-8242
ext H2593. 24 hours

Sigma Kappa '' Sigma Kappa
Mekssa McCuaough.
Your heart sis kxvs ya' Congratulations for being
selected Vice-President. You're awesome1
Janene

The Unk is accepting applications for Volunteers Make a difference cal 352-5387
Training Is provided Deadline to apply is February I^DorVtdettydoittodayl

-by John Boissy

Earn money ft obtain work exp m
Communtcations ■ ■ Pubic Relations
Marketing ' * Sales
Apply now for the BGSU Spring Tetefund
Anpkcatons avad from 8am-6pmat
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
Or cal Lu 372-2424
Telefunddates FEB 17-Aprfl25

Heao Bowling Green State University The new
Sigma Kappa sorority is proud to have initiated
al the new actives this past weekend

SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS
46 ft Luxury Yachts Groups of 6 to 8. Seven
Days Barefoot. Sailing the Bahamas $468 00
each includes private cabin S meals SPRINGBREAK HOTL'NE
1-800999-7245 ANYTIME

Fatman

Buckeye Candid Photography is looking for
photographers Earn between S6S10 per
hour We wH tram and provide ec*jipment Cal
Erie at 372-3949 for further ^formation

ROOMMATE WANTED
Avttteble Immediately'' Rent negotiable
2nd4HighSt3 Call Usa 352-957 7
SubaMsers ASAP
Brand new apartment
Columbia Court Own Room Cal 354-3266.
Wanted/Needed. Roommate Spring semester
Grad student opportunity Own Bedroom
Slave utilities, undergrad okay too Cal
352-5803 leave message

NEEDED: one female nonsmoking roommate
for Haven House apt 2 bdrm. • 3 roommates
$450 tolal » ut*ties calMal 372-5769
Non-smokmg female roommate needed «nmeckalery Fast month rent FREE Cal 354-4496
Orw S Two BR turn apts. 9 a 12 mo. and summer la am aval S 1 V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next to bus atatton) 362-7464.
flublaaMe for second semester
now Carty Rentals CM 352-7365

evaeable

We're now leasing lor the new rente) season 1.
2. and 3 bedroom units Yes we alow pets Cal
3546800 between 1 30 and 5:00 pm

HELP WANTED
WINTER MECIAL
260 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed, eummer camp In Pocono Mountains. Nortr»eaatern Pennsylvania Lohetan. PO
Box 234BG. Kentworth. NJ 07033 (908)
276 0998.
All MaJora Welcomed
mtemetionel firm has several ful-time and parttime openinga Flexible hours. $6 50 starting
Greet resume experience) A.A.S P echo*
arahlpa Cal 11 00am-5 00pm for Interview a362-1060.
BE ON TV rtwry needed for commerciaie
Now Wring al ages For caattng mfo Cal (61 5>

779-7111 Ext. T-eea.

».. !»■ a-e. *■ A. V.1

These greet apts. are going fasti
Rent one while they leaf
709 Fifth #4 • 2 BR at ■ $350 mo
420S. Maen#7 - prfv room * $100.mo
402 S Church #3 • 1 BR apt ■ $305 mo
111 E. Main ' 2 BR duple. ■ $375 mo
525E Merry#6* 2BRapt • $300/mo

NEWLOVE RENTALS ' 321 SOUTH MAIN,

M
$624(20

